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Abstract
Near- infrared photoimmunotherapy (NIR- PIT) is a cell selective cancer therapy that 
uses an antibody- photoabsorber (IRDye700DX, IR700) conjugate (APC) and NIR 
light. NIR- PIT targeting epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) in head and neck 
cancer (HNC) was conditionally approved in Japan in 2020. APC- bound tumors can 
be detected using endoscopic fluorescence imaging, whereas NIR light can be deliv-
ered using endoscopic fiber optics. The aims of this study were: (1) to assess the fea-
sibility of endoscopic NIR- PIT in an orthotopic HNC model using a CD44- expressing 
MOC2- luc cell line; and (2) to evaluate quantitative fluorescence endoscopic imaging 
prior to and during NIR- PIT. The results were compared in 3 experimental groups: (1) 
untreated controls, (2) APC injection without light exposure (APC- IV), and (3) APC in-
jection followed by NIR light exposure (NIR- PIT). APC injected groups showed signifi-
cantly higher fluorescence signals for IR700 compared with the control group prior to 
therapeutic NIR light exposure, and the fluorescence signal significantly decreased in 
the NIR- PIT group after light exposure. After treatment, the NIR- PIT group showed 
significantly attenuated bioluminescence compared with the control and the APC- IV 
groups. Histology demonstrated diffuse necrotic death of the cancer cells in the NIR- 
PIT group alone. In conclusion, endoscopically delivered light combined with quanti-
tative fluorescence imaging can be used to “see and treat” HNC. This method could 
also be applied to other types of cancer approachable with endoscopy.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

HNC is the seventh most common cancer worldwide with >932 
000 new cases in 2020; more than 60% of patients are initially 
diagnosed with advanced stage disease.1,2 Traditionally, surgery, 
chemotherapy, and radiotherapy are the cornerstones of treat-
ment for HNC. In the past few decades, however, several addi-
tional options have been added to the treatment regimen. A 
monoclonal antibody against EGFR, cetuximab, was approved in 
2006 by the US Food and Drug Administration (US FDA).3 The first 
immune checkpoint inhibitor for HNC, nivolumab, was approved 
by the FDA in 2016.4 Progress in surgery has also occurred with 
the introduction of robotic and endoscopy- assisted surgery to 
enable less invasive local resection.5,6 In spite of these advances, 
a considerable number of patients continue to succumb to HNC 
with high morbidity and mortality; more than 467 000 patients 
died from HNC worldwide in 2020.2 Therefore, a new treatment 
strategy is needed.

Near- infrared photoimmunotherapy (NIR- PIT) is a biotechnol-
ogy that enables selective and local destruction of targeted cells 
using an antibody- photoabsorber (IRDye700DX, IR700) conjugate 
(APC) and NIR light.7 After intravenous administration, the APC 
binds to the surface of target cells and subsequent NIR light ex-
posure induces necrotic and immunogenic cell death.8,9 A global 
phase III clinical trial of NIR- PIT targeting EGFR in inoperable or 
recurrent HNC is currently underway (https://clini caltr ials.gov/
ct2/show/NCT03 769506). The first APC for human use, cetux-
imab- IR700 (ASP- 1929, AkaluxTM, Rakuten Medical Inc), in com-
bination with a near- infrared laser system (BioBladeTM, Rakuten 
Medical Inc) were conditionally approved for clinical use by the 
Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) in Japan in 
2020. Although this treatment is currently approved only for inop-
erable or recurrent HNC, it is a promising therapy for early stage 
HNCs as well.

CD44 is a well known cancer stem- like cell marker and its high 
expression on cancer cells correlates with poor prognosis, partic-
ularly in HNC.10- 12 In preclinical studies, CD44- targeted NIR- PIT 
showed in vivo therapeutic efficacy against subcutaneously es-
tablished syngeneic murine oral cancer models, such as MOC1 or 
MOC2- luc.13,14 However, its efficacy against an orthotopic model, 
which reflects a more realistic tumor microenvironment,15 has not 
been proven to date.

During NIR- PIT, NIR light is applied to the tumor that for 
superficial lesions can be accomplished with a frontal light dif-
fuser. For deeper lesions a cylindrical light diffuser catheter can 
be placed interstitially within the tumor. For lesions that can be 
approached endoscopically (eg, HNC or esophageal cancer) light 
from a cylindrical diffuser can be delivered to the lesion through 
the endoscope, with which magnified views can be obtained to 
detect small lesions. For lesions deep in the mouth or near the 
vocal cords, an endoscopic approach of localizing and treating the 
cancer is practical. However, the feasibility of endoscopic NIR- PIT 
against HNC has not been assessed in the preclinical setting. Also, 

fluorescence imaging prior to light exposure is a useful strategy 
to detect the true extent of the lesion, because IR700 is also a 
fluorescent dye that can be imaged.16 The utility of a fluorescence 
endoscopy system optimized to IR700 has been previously re-
ported.17 In the current study, we combined this endoscopic sys-
tem and newly developed software to quantitatively assess the 
fluorescence of IR700 in real time. As IR700 fluorescence is pho-
tobleached during successful NIR- PIT, fluorescence imaging is a 
method of monitoring the completeness of NIR- PIT,18 Therefore, 
real- time measurement of the fluorescence signal of IR700 could 
provide important information to the user on the appropriate light 
dose for each tumor.

The aim of this study was first to assess the therapeutic efficacy 
and feasibility of endoscopic NIR- PIT in an orthotopic HNC model 
using a CD44- expressing MOC2- luc tumor and second to evaluate 
the usefulness of endoscopic quantitative real- time fluorescence 
signals in guiding NIR- PIT.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1 | Reagents

The IR700 NHS ester was obtained from LI- COR Biosciences 
(Lincoln, NE, USA). Anti- mouse- CD44 antibody (IM7) was purchased 
from Bio X Cell (West Lebanon, NH, USA). All other chemicals were 
of reagent grade.

2.2 | Synthesis of APC

Anti- CD44 antibody (1 mg, 6.8 nmol) was incubated with a 5- fold 
molar excess of IR700 NHS ester in phosphate buffer (pH 8.5) at room 
temperature for 1 h. The mixture was purified on a Sephadex G25 
column (PD- 10; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA). Anti- CD44 
antibody conjugated with IR700 is referred to as anti- CD44- IR700.

2.3 | Cell culture

The MOC2 cell line (murine oral cancer) was purchased from 
Kerafast (Boston, MA, USA) and luciferase was transduced with 
RediFect Red- Fluc lentivirus (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). The 
resulting cell line is referred to as MOC2- luc. The cells were cultured 
in a mixture of Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium (IMDM) and 
Ham's Nutrient Mixture F12 Medium (at a ratio of 2:1, GE Health 
Healthcare Life Sciences) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA), 1% penicillin/strepto-
mycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 5 ng/mL insulin (Millipore Sigma, 
Burlington, MA, USA), 40 ng/mL hydrocortisone (Millipore Sigma), 
and 3.5 ng/mL human recombinant epidermal growth factor (EGF) 
(Millipore Sigma). Cells were cultured in a humidified incubator at 
37°C in an atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03769506
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03769506
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2.4 | Cell- specific binding analysis

One million MOC2- luc cells were incubated with 10 μg/mL anti- 
CD44- IR700 for 30 min at 4°C. After washing with PBS, the fluores-
cence of the cells was analyzed using a flow cytometer (FACSLyric, 
BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and FlowJo software (BD 
Biosciences). To confirm the specific binding of the anti- CD44- IR700, 
a 10- fold excess of unconjugated anti- CD44 antibody was added to 
some samples 30 min prior to the administration of the APC.

2.5 | In vitro NIR- PIT

MOC2- luc cells (2 × 104) were seeded into glass- bottomed 6- well 
plates and incubated for 1 d. Then, the cells were incubated with 
10 μg/mL anti- CD44- IR700 for 1 h at 37°C. The cells were washed 
with PBS and observed under a microscope (BX61; Olympus 
America, Melville, NY, USA). The cells were then exposed to NIR 
light (690 nm, 100 mW/cm, 1 J/cm) using an RD30 cylindrical dif-
fuser (Medlight, Ecublens, Switzerland) and an ML7710 laser sys-
tem (Modulight, Tampere, Finland). Morphological changes were 
observed with transmitted light differential interference contrast 
(DIC) images. IR700 fluorescence was detected using a combina-
tion of a 590- 650 nm excitation filter and a 665- 740 nm band pass 
emission filter. For quantitative analysis of cytotoxicity, MOC2- luc 
cells (2 × 105) were aliquoted in 500 μL of 1% FBS in PBS. Then, 
the cells were incubated with 10 μg/mL anti- CD44- IR700 for 1 h at 
4°C. After washing with PBS, the cells were exposed to NIR light 
(690 nm, 100 mW/cm). At 1 h after light exposure, the cells were 
stained with 1 µg/mL PI. The dead cell percentage was analyzed 
using flow cytometry.

2.6 | Animals and tumor models

All in vivo procedures were conducted in compliance with the Guide 
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animal Resources (1996), US 
National Research Council, and approved by the local Animal Care 
and Use Committee. Six-  to eight- wk- old female C57BL/6 mice 
were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, 
USA). MOC2- luc cells (1 × 105) were inoculated into the submucosal 
layer of the right buccal mucosa (Figure 1A). All in vivo procedures 
were performed under anesthesia using inhaled 2%- 5% isoflurane 
and/or intraperitoneal injection of 0.75 mg of sodium pentobarbital 
(Ovation Pharmaceuticals, Deerfield, IL, USA).

2.7 | Flow cytometric analysis

A single cell suspension was prepared. The cells were stained with 
antibodies; anti- CD31(clone 390; BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA), 
anti- CD44 (clone IM7; Thermo Fisher Scientific), anti- CD45 (clone 
30- F11; Thermo Fisher Scientific), and anti- CD140a (clone 135 905; 
BioLegend). To distinguish the dead cells, the cells were also stained 
with Fixable Viability Dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The fluores-
cence signal was analyzed using a flow cytometer (FACSLyric) and 
FlowJo software.

2.8 | Endoscopic observation

The tumor was observed with an endoscopic system and MACASO 
software (tentative name; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) optimized for 
NIR- PIT.17 An endoscope (BF TYPE P60; Olympus) was inserted into 

F I G U R E  1   Endoscopic procedures. A, MOC2- luc cells were inoculated into the submucosal layer of the right buccal mucosa (arrowhead). 
B, An endoscope was inserted into the oral cavity. C, White light image and fluorescence image for IR700 are simultaneously displayed. D, A 
cylindrical light diffuser was inserted through the instrument channel of an endoscope. The diffuser was controlled by the endoscope. Left: 
tip of the endoscope, middle: inserted cylindrical diffuser, right: light exposure. Scale bars, 10 mm. E, In vivo NIR- PIT. The light diffuser (*) 
was inserted (left) and the right buccal region was exposed to NIR light (right)
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the oral cavity (Figure 1B). The white light image was detected with 
a charged- coupled device (CCD) camera (FLIR Integrated Imaging 
Solutions, BC, Canada) and the fluorescence image was detected 
with an electron multiplying CCD (EM- CCD) camera (Hamamatsu 
Photonics, Shizuoka, Japan) using a light source (CLV- S190, Olympus 
Medical Systems) equipped with a multiband (400- 486 nm and 550- 
666 nm) excitation filter and a 696- 736 nm band pass emission filter. 
White light images and fluorescence images were simultaneously 
displayed on a monitor (Figure 1C, Video S1). Camera gain and expo-
sure time were held constant throughout the experiment. For quan-
titative fluorescence analysis, region of interest (ROI) was set on the 
tumor. RFI was calculated from mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) as 
(MFI of measured time point)/(MFI of pre- injection status).

2.9 | In vivo NIR- PIT

Tumor bearing mice were randomized into 3 experimental groups: (1) 
no- treatment (control group), (2) intravenous (IV) injection of anti- 
CD44- IR700 (100 μg) without NIR light exposure (APC- IV group), 
and (3) IV injection of anti- CD44- IR700 (100 μg) followed by NIR 
light exposure (NIR- PIT group). At 5 d after tumor inoculation in the 
mice, the APC was administered. The tumor was exposed to NIR light 
the next day using an RD30 cylindrical diffuser (Medlight) inserted 
through the instrument channel of the endoscope (Figure 1D). The 
cylindrical diffuser was controlled by the endoscope. NIR light 
(690 nm, 100 mW/cm, 30 J/cm) was applied with an ML7710 laser 
system (Modulight) (Figure 1E; Video S2).

2.10 | Bioluminescence imaging

Luciferase activity was measured before and 6 h after the light expo-
sure. d- Luciferin (15 mg/mL, 200 μL; Gold Biotechnology, St. Louis, 
MO, USA) was injected intraperitoneally and luciferase activity was 
analyzed with a Photon Imager and M3 Vision Software (Biospace 
Laboratory, Paris, France). The ROI was drawn to include the entire 
head and counts per minute of relative light units (RLU) were calcu-
lated. Relative luciferase activity was calculated as (RLU at 6 h after 
the light exposure)/(RLU prior to the light exposure).

2.11 | Histological analysis

Tumors were harvested 6 h after NIR light exposure. Extracted tu-
mors were fixed with 10% formalin, embedded in paraffin, thinly 
sliced and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E).

2.12 | Statistical analysis

Data are expressed as means ± SEM. Statistical analysis was per-
formed using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, La 

Jolla, CA, USA). For one- time measurements, a one- way ANOVA 
followed by Tukey test was used. For comparison of fluorescence 
intensity, a repeated measures two- way ANOVA followed by Tukey 
test was used. A P- value of less than .05 was considered significant.

3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Anti- CD44- IR700 specifically bound to 
MOC2- luc cells

To assess if anti- CD44- IR700 was bound to MOC2- luc cells, the cells 
were incubated with the anti- CD44- IR700 and the fluorescence sig-
nal was analyzed with flow cytometry. MOC2- luc cells showed a flu-
orescence shift after incubation with anti- CD44- IR700 (Figure 2A). 
This fluorescence shift was completely blocked with excess uncon-
jugated anti- CD44 antibody. These results verified the specific bind-
ing of anti- CD44- IR700 to MOC2- luc cells.

3.2 | CD44- targeted NIR- PIT kills MOC2- luc cells

To determine if CD44- targeted NIR- PIT killed MOC2- luc cells, the 
cells were incubated with anti- CD44- IR700 and exposed to NIR light 
with a cylindrical diffuser. Cell morphology was observed under a 
microscope. MOC2- luc cells showed bleb formation and swelling 
then ruptured within a few minutes of light exposure, accompanied 
by loss of fluorescence (Figure 2B). Cytotoxicity was quantitatively 
assessed with flow cytometry using PI staining (Figure 2C). The per-
centage of PI- stained dead cells increased after the NIR- PIT in a light 
dose- dependent manner. Administration of anti- CD44- IR700 alone 
or irradiation of NIR light alone did not result in cytotoxicity. These 
results verified the in vitro therapeutic efficacy of CD44- targeted 
NIR- PIT against MOC2- luc cells.

3.3 | CD44 is expressed in vivo on orthotopic 
MOC2- luc tumors

To assess if CD44 is expressed on MOC2- luc cells within established 
tumors, tumors were extracted and flow cytometrically analyzed. 
CD45−CD31−CD140a− cancer cells showed surface expression of 
CD44 (Figure S1).

3.4 | Loss of IR700 fluorescence during NIR- PIT was 
successfully detected with fluorescence endoscopy

To assess if the fluorescence signal of IR700 was quantitatively 
altered during NIR- PIT, fluorescence endoscopy was performed. 
Mice with orthotopic tumor allografts were randomized into 3 
groups: no- treatment (control), IV injection of anti- CD44- IR700 
without NIR light exposure (APC- IV), and IV injection of 
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anti- CD44- IR700 followed by NIR light exposure (NIR- PIT). 
Fluorescence endoscopy was performed before the APC injec-
tion and before and after the NIR light exposure (Figure 3A). 
Orthotopic MOC2- luc tumors were established in the right buc-
cal mucosa and endoscopically observed (Figure 3B). Real- time 
fluorescence images were displayed and captured at 3 time points 
(Figure 3C). In the APC- IV group and NIR- PIT group, the RFI of 
tumor was significantly higher compared with the control group 
before light exposure; the fluorescence signal was attenuated 
only in NIR- PIT group whereas no significant change was shown 
in the APC- IV group (Figure 3D). These results demonstrated that 
this fluorescence endoscopy system could quantitatively measure 
changes in IR700 fluorescence in real time.

3.5 | In vivo NIR- PIT showed therapeutic efficacy

To verify the in vivo therapeutic efficacy of endoscopic NIR- PIT, 
luciferase activity was assessed with bioluminescence imaging 
(BLI). Six h after the light exposure, luciferase activity of oral 
tumor was significantly lower in the NIR- PIT group compared 
with the other 2 groups (Figure 4). To assess the morphological 
changes, tumors from each experimental group were extracted 
6 h after light exposure and stained with H&E (Figure 5). In the 
NIR- PIT group, cancer cells and nuclei were observed to shrink 
compared with the control group, although no obvious histologi-
cal change was observed in the APC- IV group. These results veri-
fied the in vivo therapeutic effects of endoscopic NIR- PIT in an 
orthotopic HNC model.

4  | DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated the feasibility of using endoscopic NIR- PIT 
against HNC in an orthotopic animal model. Moreover, we demon-
strate the potential usefulness of an integrated quantitative fluores-
cence imaging system in the endoscopic camera. Endoscopic NIR- PIT 
induced necrotic cell death in cancer cells as confirmed by BLI and 
histological analysis. As NIR- PIT against inoperable recurrent HNCs 
has already been conditionally approved in Japan, we demonstrate 
the potential use of endoscopic NIR- PIT as a means of delivering NIR 
light and assessing treatment in real time with quantitative fluores-
cence. While it is possible to perform NIR- PIT and quantitative fluo-
rescence without endoscopy, the convenience of having both a light 
delivery and fluorescence imaging device in 1 instrument is compel-
ling for clinical translation. The endoscope used in this study was 
a bronchoscope for human use, therefore it can reach deep inside 
human body. Also, this technology could be applied to gastrointes-
tinal endoscopy.

Recently, early stage HNCs, including superficial cancers or car-
cinoma in situ, have become detectable with advanced endoscopic 
technology, such as narrow band imaging (NBI)19- 21 or linked color 
imaging (LCI).22 For these early stage cancers, endoscopic surgeries 
can be performed as less invasive alternatives to conventional sur-
gery.6 Endoscopic NIR- PIT has the potential to be applied to such 
early stage HNCs as well. Short treatment time (5- 6 min) is one of 
the advantages of this therapy, and may result in a shorter recovery 
time.

Fluorescence imaging during NIR- PIT is a useful tool for as-
sessing the completeness of light exposure and therefore efficacy. 

F I G U R E  2   In vitro NIR- PIT. A, 
Binding of anti- CD44- IR700 to cultured 
MOC2- luc cell line was assessed with 
flow cytometry. Unconjugated anti- 
CD44 antibody was added to some 
samples to verify the specific binding. B, 
Microscopic observation of the MOC2- luc 
cells during in vitro NIR- PIT. Scale bars, 
20μm. Differential interference contrast 
(DIC) images and fluorescence image for 
IR700 were obtained. C, Quantitative 
cytotoxicity assessment of in vitro NIR- 
PIT. Dead cell percentage was analyzed 
using propidium iodide (PI) staining and 
flow cytometry. Histograms show a 
representative fluorescence of the PI 
signal for each experimental setting. Bar 
graphs show the PI- stained dead cell 
percentages (n = 4; one- way ANOVA 
followed by Tukey test; ****P < .0001)
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Theranostic APCs used in NIR- PIT have no therapeutic effect with-
out NIR light exposure. Therefore, complete geographic and tem-
poral coverage of tumor by NIR light is required.16,23 It has been 
reported that NBI enables more accurate diagnosis of HNC com-
pared with white light imaging alone.20 Adding fluorescence im-
aging of IR700 might provide more accurate information on tumor 
location with which to direct NIR- PIT. Also, sufficient light exposure 
is necessary for satisfactory results from NIR- PIT.18 Therapeutic ef-
ficacy of NIR- PIT correlates with the degree of fluorescence loss 
by IR700 on the APC, therefore, intraprocedural real- time moni-
toring is possible when measuring IR700 fluorescence during treat-
ment. IR700 fluorescence loss during NIR- PIT has been previously 
demonstrated in subcutaneous tumors in which off- peak IR700 
fluorescence was measured using a clinically approved camera de-
signed for indocyanine green (ICG).24 The endoscopic system used 
in the current study provides real- time quantitative fluorescence 
information. If the treated tumor reveals residual fluorescence after 
light exposure, additional NIR light could be applied as needed. 
Endoscopic local NIR- PIT could also be applied as neoadjuvant or 

adjuvant therapy for endoscopic resection and could also be used 
intraoperatively.

In the past few decades, endoscopic surgery in the head and 
neck region has been rapidly expanding in the form of minimally in-
vasive surgeries; transoral robotic surgery (TORS),25 transoral video 
laryngoscopic surgery (TOVS),26 and endoscopic laryngo- pharyngeal 
surgery (ELPS).6 Associated devices include multiarm retractors or 
curved laryngoscopes, which provide the operator excellent visual-
ization of the field. Using these devices, endoscopic NIR- PIT could 
be applied to a broad range of tumors in the head and neck region 
with maximal organ preservation, improving recovery time and qual-
ity of life.

Patients with HNC often experience synchronous or metachro-
nous secondary cancers in the upper aerodigestive tract, including 
the esophagus and lung, at rates of 9.4%- 14.2%.27,28 Unlike radio-
therapy, NIR- PIT does not have a limitation with regard to repeated 
therapy.29 Therefore, endoscopic NIR- PIT could be useful in such 
secondary cancers. Even in primary tumors, if the initial treatment 
is only partially successful, repeated endoscopic NIR- PITs can be 

F I G U R E  3   Quantitative fluorescence analysis during the endoscopic NIR- PIT. A, Treatment and imaging schedule. B, Orientation of white 
light image. Right buccal region was observed. BM, buccal mucosa; HP, hard palatine; ManT, mandibular teeth; MaxT, maxillary teeth. White 
dotted line represents the outline of the tumor. C, The representative image of each experimental group at each observed time point. White 
dotted line represents the outline of the tumor. D, Relative fluorescence intensity was calculated from the mean fluorescence intensity of 
the tumor (n = 10; repeated measures two- way ANOVA followed by Tukey test; ****P < .0001)
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F I G U R E  4   Bioluminescence imaging 
(BLI). In vivo cytotoxicity of the NIR- 
PIT was quantitatively assessed with 
luciferase activity 6 h after the light 
exposure. Upper: representative result of 
BLI for each experimental group. The mice 
were in lateral position. White dotted line 
represents the outline of the murine body. 
Lower: Relative luciferase activity (n = 10; 
one- way ANOVA followed by Tukey test; 
*P < .05)

F I G U R E  5   Histological analysis. Tumors were extracted 6 h after light exposure and stained with H&E stain. In the NIR- PIT group, cellular 
and nuclear shrinkage of the cancer cell was observed. Scale bars, 100 µm
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performed on the same site at a later time. In mouse models, can-
cer cell- targeted NIR- PIT has been proved to enhance antitumor 
immune response by releasing various kinds of tumor- associated an-
tigens (TAAs),30,31 that could help to treat satellite or distant lesions. 
Repeated NIR- PITs could work as immune boosters, although such 
effects are currently investigated.

There are several limitations to this study. First, CD44 is not a 
typical cancer cell- specific marker; it is also expressed on immune 
and epithelial cells. The latter cells create background fluorescence 
that can interfere with lesion detection. A more cancer- specific 
antibody might result in higher tumor to background signal ratios. 
Second, we used firefly luciferase bioluminescence in this study to 
assess in vivo therapeutic efficacy because it reflects early NIR- PIT 
effect superior to fluorescence imaging.32 However, imaging resolu-
tion would be higher with fluorescent proteins compared with lucif-
erase.33,34 Third, only a single cell line was used. However, the major 
purpose of this work was to demonstrate the feasibility of combining 
endoscopic NIR- PIT with quantitative real- time fluorescence imag-
ing in a HNC rather than demonstrating a broad range of efficacy 
across many cell lines. Using this system, endoscopic NIR- PIT could 
be readily adapted to clinical use.

In conclusion, endoscopic NIR- PIT with quantitative fluorescence 
imaging showed in vivo therapeutic efficacy. This treatment could be 
readily combined with endoscopic tumor resection. Quantitative flu-
orescence imaging could help to tailor light dosimetry to each sub-
ject during NIR- PIT. This treatment could also be applied to other 
cancers that are approachable by endoscopy.
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